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THE ORGANIZED GAMES PERIOD

ALTHOUGH
it is now gener-

ally recognized that the Or-

ganized Games Period should

have its place on the time-table of

every elementary school, many head
teachers fail to include it because of

the numerous difficulties that have to

be overcome.

The lack of suitable playing spaces
is indeed an obstacle, but in many
cases this can be surmounted either

by the co-operation of the Education
and Parks Committees, or by the

combined efforts of a group of

schools. In the case of an individual

school having no suitable playing-
field or park in the vicinity of the

school, it is better that the Organized
Games Period should be taken in the

school playground, even if that be
not entirely satisfactory, rather than

that the school children should be

debarred from the manifest advan-

tages accruing from the period.
It is undoubtedly better, if the full

benefit of the time allotted to organ-
ized games is to be reaped, that the

games should be carried on in a suit-

able field, even if that field be some
distance away from the school.

It is hoped that, in the near future,
the Board of Education will make it

easier for Local Education Authori-
ties to provide, or assist in providing,
for the elementary school, its own

playing-field. A playing-field is

surely more necessary for the ele-

mentary school than for the second-

ary school, yet, whilst the latter is

now rarely planned without such

facilities, the former is seldom pro-
vided with them. But it is pleasing
to note that a few of the enlightened
authorities are now planning ele-

mentary schools with playing-fields

adjoining.
In many cases, the elementary

schools have acquired their playing-
fields by means of school sports-

meetings, concerts, etc., but in the

majority of cases, in our large towns
and industrial areas, even the best

intentioned head-teacher is unable to

obtain a suitable field within reason-

able distance of the school.

But even where the playing-field

space be it park, recreation-ground,
or school play-ground is available,
too many schools neglect to take

advantage of the opportunity it offers

for profiting fully by the period for

organized games.
This may be due to the unsuit-

ability of the staff for the work, but
in most cases it is due to lack of

knowledge on the teachers' part as to

how to conduct the period so that

really valuable results may accrue.

Most teachers recognize that, if the

full benefit of the period is to be

gained, then much thought and work
are entailed.

If only such games as cricket and
football are played during this period,
then the Organized Games Period is

not fulfilling its functions. Too



often, what happens is that a football

is given to the class, which divides

itself into two more or less equal
sides, and a general scramble is

carried on for about an hour. The

thoughtful teacher knows that no

possible good can come from such
a waste of time, and that such lack of

organization will tend to kill the

games period in the elementary
school.

Although public opinion need not

be taken too seriously, it is certain

that, sooner or later, the general

public will demand that such a waste
of public money expended on so-

called education shall be slopped.
On the other hand, the general

public will be quick to realize the

immense value of a well-conducted

weekly Organized Games Period.

It is with the object of giving hints

to teachers in the arranging of the

organized games that this book has

been compiled.
If the interest of the class is to be

upheld and full value to be gained
from the period, then the activities

must be varied in character and in-

clude games of all types in order

that all children may take part, and
have a reasonable chance of success

in some of them.

With a little thought on the part
of the teacher, an excellent scheme
can be drawn up for a term's work,
and though, at the outset of the

scheme, much labour is entailed, the

teacher will find that he is amply
repaid by the interest and enjoy-
ment the children derive from such

a scheme, and from the influence that

the games have on the tone of the

class and on the general class work.
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THE TEAM SYSTEM AND TEAM COMPETITIONS

IT
is almost impossible to arrange

the Organized Games Period

effectively unless some method
of dividing the class into groups,

squads, or teams is carried out.

The method of dividing the class

into groups or small
'

Houses
'

is

known as the Team SySlem. The ad-

vantages of such a system are numer-

ous, but in order to gain the full

value, the children should be kept
in the same Teams for a lengthy

period.
With an arrangement of this kind,

it is possible to get much variety into

the work, and each child gets a

greater amount of practice at each

activity than is possible if the class is

not so divided.

If the competitive element is intro-

duced, then the work of the Teams,
and consequently of the class as a

whole, is generally improved, and a

useful Team spirit is fostered which

encourages healthy rivalry.
It is also possible for the teacher

to give a great deal of individual

attention to the boys in the Teams,
and to note any special aptitude a boy
may show in any of the various

activities.

The number and size of the Teams
will depend to a large extent on the

size of the class, but it is usually
easier for organizing purposes to

have four Teams.
In choosing the Teams, the teacher

should try to have all types of boys
in all the Teams, and should be care-

ful to see that the bigger and smaller

boys are evenly distributed through-
out them.

The children should be allowed to

choose a name for the Team, and
should be encouraged to make for

themselves a banner or device signi-
ficant of the name.
The choosing of the Team Leaders

and Vice-Leaders should be done
with great care. Although it is wise

to take the members of the Team
into consultation, it is not always wise

to leave the choice of the Leader to

the children, for very often the wrong
type of boy, through influence over

which the teacher has no control,
contrives to get himself elected.

The success of the Team System
in a school depends very largely
on the Team Leaders, and too

much care cannot be given to their

choice.

In choosing the Leader, it should

be borne in mind that a great re-

sponsibility is being placed on the

shoulders of the appointed boy, and
that only by constant care on the

teacher's part can the full import of

such responsibility be realized by the

lad himself. The Leader, for a few

weeks, will have to be carefully
watched and advised, otherwise the

whole value of the Team System will

be lot. Although responsibility is

usually valuable for boys, such re-

sponsibility as this, with its peculiar

powers, may become extremely harm-

ful, unless the right type of boy is

chosen and his actions are carefully

guided by the teacher.
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But in almost all classes, there are

boys who have outstanding qualities
as Team Leaders, and whether chosen

or not by the teacher, they would
sooner or later assume control of the

Team. Nor should the so-called
'

bad boy
'

of the class be ignored,
for such responsibility as this often

has a marked influence for good on
his character.

It is, of course, necessary, in the

early stages of the system, that little

responsibility be left on the shoulders

of the Team Leaders, but as they
become more capable of handling the

Teams, this will be increased until

they have almost complete control,

the teacher merely directing, advising,
and leading them on right lines. But
even when this stage is reached, the

teaching of new activities must always
be done by the teacher, either to the

class as a whole or to individual

Teams in turn.

The teacher should hold frequent

periodical conferences with the Team
Leaders. At these meetings, the

teacher will discuss the proposed

programme of work for the next

period, and will point out the diffi-

culties that may occur, or the faults

that are likely to appear, and the

means of attaining the best results.

This will enable the Team Leaders

to practise the activities under the

care of the teacher so that they may
the better help their respective Teams
in the various activities. The teacher

will also use these conferences for

instilling correct leadership into the

minds of the Leaders, for pointing
out any slackness in the work of the

12

Teams or Leaders during the past

period, or for praising the work of

any Leader, or Team in general.
He will also point out on which

part of the ground each activity is to

take place, how the ground should be

marked, and what apparatus will be

required, and the Team Leaders will

be expected to see that all arrange-
ments are made for the proper carry-

ing out of the programme.
Where the competitive element is

introduced, the teacher will suggest
the best methods for the keeping of

records, and will discuss with the

Leaders the progress each Team is

making in the activities of the period.
This will enable the Leaders to know

exactly how each Team is standing
in the competitions, and they will then

go to their Teams and point out

where special effort must be made in

order to improve the work in the

future.

Until the Teams become capable
of carrying out the system in its en-

tirety, it will be necessary to give only

simple activities, but as the class will

work in Teams during every Physical

Training lesson particularly in the

General Activity portion of the Table

they will soon become proficient,
and the work should show fairly

quick progress.
The Team-work in the General

Affinity portion of the Physical

Training Table may well be looked

upon as preparatory to the Organized
Games Period. It is only by doing
careful work in this portion of the

Table that success can follow in the

Organized Games Period.



The General Aftivity portion of son in fact it should certainly be

the Table, like the Organized Games encouraged. Football Association

Period, depends largely for its success and Rugby should be treated in

upon the use of the Team System exactly the same way during the

in fact, it is almost impossible to con- winter months.
duct this portion of the Table sue- It is foolish to think that no games
cessfully without using the Team except football in winter, and cricket

System. in summer, appeal to the boys. Even
All the practice for the competi- if that were the case, it is not a suffi-

tions proper can be carried out in the cient reason for neglecting other

General Aftivity portion, and new types of exercise, or for playing those

work can be taught by the teacher in games only during the Organized
this period. Games Period.

In any Physical Training lesson in There are many useful games
the elementary school, at least half which will serve as

*

leading-up
'

the period should be given up to this games to these undoubted favourites,

type of athletic work, and a great and if boys are made to realize that

deal of valuable ground work in Team their football or cricket will improve,

co-operation and management can be then, if for no other reason, they will

done in this way. take a keen interest in these
'

leading-
In arranging the work for a certain up

'

games. But surely it is not the

period, the teacher should be careful wish of the teacher to make boys
to get a great deal of variety in each specialists in cricket and football!

lesson, and from lesson to lesson. The aim should be all-round sports-

Though I have spoken about this manship and proficiency, and the

period often being given up to foot- ultimate goal of the teacher is not the

ball and cricket only, I do not mean mere playing of the game but the

to suggest that these games should benefits to be derived therefrom,

not be taken in their respective The ideal scheme would include

seasons. But if they are taken, then all types of team games and competi-
actual coaching should be given, and tions

; higher organized games, such

the boys should not be left merely to as cricket, football, hockey ; field

play the game in their own way. In events, such as hurdling, long jump,
the case of cricket, much can be done high jump, putting the shot

;
minia-

to show the boys what is meant by ture sports and efficiency tests,

a
'

good length ball
'

or how to All these activities are of equal im-

arrange the field, and what strokes to portance and should receive equal
use for the various types of bowling, attention on the part of the scholars

If the boys are really coached in and teacher.

this way, then there is no reason why Unless a definite programme is

cricket should not have a definite arranged periodically, it is impossible

place in the scheme during the sea- for progress to be made, and there

13



is always the danger that, without a

scheme, the popular items only will

be taken.

For this reason, and in order to

make it easier for the teacher to

arrange a definite scheme of work,
the various types of Competitive
Games are given, with a few ex-

amples, in detail. In the case of the

Higher Organized Games Type IV
all the games are fully described.

It is in no way intended that the

games described should be looked

upon as the only ones suitable, but

they are given as typical examples of

hundreds of others with which the

teacher will be familiar. The better

known games in Types I and // are

given only in note form, whilst the

less-known games are described in

detail. Many will be recognized by
teachers under another name.



TEAM GAMES AND COMPETITIONS TYPE I

(CONTESTS BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS)

IN
games and contents of this type

one member of each Team com-

petes against an individual from
each of the other Teams.

Each contest between individual

members of opposing Teams is a com-

petition in itself, the winner scoring
a point (or points) for his Team.

This is the simplest form of com-

petitive Team-work and should be

taught at an early stage as leading up
to the higher types which follow. The
activities taken, therefore, should be

simple, but nevertheless varied in

character. It should be noted that

in this type of activity each contest is

under the direct control of the teacher
who acts as starter and judge.
The class is usually arranged, for

these contests, in lines, according to

the number of Teams, as shown in

Fig. i, the competitors taking their



tivity are awarded as follows :

1st boy . . 4 points
2nd 3

3rd . . 2

4th i point

each activity, that is, there are four

Teams.
The winner should be given as

many points as there are Teams com-

peting, so that the last boy always
It is understood that, in the above receives one point and his effort is

examples, four boys are competing in thus rewarded.

Red Team Leader's Score Sheet

BROWNRIGG SCHOOL
CLASS V. Week ending September 6

Name



TEAM GAMES AND COMPETITIONS TYPE II

(RELAY CONTESTS)

IN
this type of competition, the

whole Team takes part, working
as a group, but not simultane-

ously. The contests are of the Relay
kind where one member of the Team
starts the contest and it is taken up
by the next member of the Team as

each preceding one finishes his part.
This is a stage higher than the

former type. Here more control is

placed in the hands of the Team
Leaders and in the individual mem-
bers of the Team.
The teacher will act as Starter and

Judge.
The arrangement of the class will

depend upon the contest taken, some-
times no change of position being

necessary, but the examples given
will readily suggest others of similar

kind, and will clearly show the neces-

sary class formation.

Method of Scoring:

The winning team is given as

many points as there are teams com-

peting.
Four Teams competing

1st Team . . 4 points
2nd 3

3rd 2

4th I point

The Team Leader's Score Sheet

is a copy of the record in the Teacher's

Record Book.

Teacher's Record for Games and Contests of Type II

Team



RELAY RACES SUITABLE FOR THIS TYPE OF
COMPETITIVE WORK

TIHE games in the following
list have been classified in the

following manner :

(a) Starting Position from Class

Formation without Appar-
atus.

(b^ Starting Position from Class

Formation with Apparatus.

(c) Starting Position from Other

Formation without Appar-
atus.

(cT) Starting Position from Other

Formation with Apparatus.

It is realized that this is by no

means a full list of such Relay Races,
but those mentioned will suggest

many others of a similar type. The
less well-known games are described

more fully, whilst notes only are

given on the better-known games.

(a) Starting Position from Class Form-
ation without Apparatus

(1) Short Sprint Relay

The Leader runs to a certain point
and back again, touching the hand
of the second boy who has already
moved up to the starting point. The
second boy runs the distance and

touches the third boy, and so on.

After each boy has run the distance

and touched the hand of the next

boy, he goes to the end of his file.

(2) Zig-zag or Serpentine Relay: (File

formation)

The leader serpentines down the

file, passing behind the second boy,

18

in front of the third boy, and so on,
until he passes round the last boy.
He then serpentines back to his place.
As soon as the Leader is back in posi-
tion the second boy serpentines down
the line and back to his place. Each

succeeding runner serpentines round
the preceding runners first and so

down the line.

(3) Snake Relay

Chalk marks are made on the

ground, one where the Leader stands,
and one where the last boy stands.

The Leader runs down the line round
the last boy, and back to his place.
As soon as he comes back to his

place, the second boy places his arms
round the Leader's waist and both

run round the chalk marks at the

head and end of the line. The third

boy grasps in turn, until all members
of the Team are joined up in this

way and have run round the chalk

marks.

(4) Bridge Relay

The boys should be in the Long
Sitting position rank formation. The
Leader springs up and runs, hops, or

jumps down the line and back, over

the legs of the other boys in the Team,
and sits down again in his own place.
As soon as he sits down, the second

boy commences. Each boy passes
over the legs of the preceding boy
and goes to top of the line first,

then to the end of the line, and back

to his place.



(5) Wheelbarrow Relay

File formation. A chalk mark is

made where the Leader Elands, and

another chalk mark ten yards distant.

The Leader places himself on his

hands and feet. No. 2 grasps and

raises the feet of his Leader. They
move forward in this way until No. 2

passes the line. The Leader slays

there while No. 2 runs back to the

starting line and gets down on his

hands and feet. No. 3 grasps and

raises the feet of No. 2 and both

move forward until No. 3 passes the

line. No. 2 stays and No. 3 comes

back, and so on, until No. 7 (last

man) has wheeled No. 6 out. No. 7

is then brought back by No. i, who
runs back to be wheeled by No. 2,

and so on, until all are back in their

original places.

(6) Horse and "Jockey Relay

File formation. A chalk mark is

made where the Leader stands, and

another chalk mark about 8 yards
distant.

Simple Form : The Leader carries

No. 2 on his back round the chalk

mark and back again to the starting

point. No. 2 then carries No. 3, and

so on. After each boy has carried

the next boy, he goes to the end of

the file. The last boy carries No. I

so that each in turn carries and is

carried.

Alternative : The game can be

played in a similar way to that of

Wheelbarrow Race above, each boy

being carried out and running back

to carry or vice versa.

(b) Starting Position from Class Form-
ation with Apparatus

(i) Tunnel Ball Relay

Apparatus: One football for each

Team.
The Teams are arranged in file,

the Leader standing on starting line.

All stand with feet astride and bend
forward. The Leader sends the ball

down the file between the legs of the

other players. As soon as the last

man receives the ball, he calls out

the name of his Team and all mem-
bers of the Team jump backward.

The last man runs along one side of

his Team and takes his place at the

head. He in his turn rolls the ball

down the line, and so on, until all

have run to the top and rolled the

ball down the line. It is finally re-

ceived -by the Leader who runs to

the head of the line. If the ball rolls

out of the line, he who allows it to

go must fetch it, and return to his

place before rolling the ball through
the tunnel.

(2) Arch Ball Relay

Apparatus : One football for each

Team.
The game is played as in Tunnel

Ball but, instead of rolling the ball

between the legs of the Team, each

member throws it backwards over-

head with both hands to the next

player. In passing down the file, the

ball must be touched by each player
with both hands.

(3) Tunnel and Arch Ball Relay

This is a combination of the two

games described above. The ball

19



passes down the line, first overhead as

in Arch Ball Relay, then between the

legs as in Tunnel Ball.

(4) Japanese Sun Bonnet

One piece of ribbon or braid,
about i \ yards long, is provided
for each Team. The Teams are in

file formation. On a signal being

given, the Leader faces the file,

and ties the ribbon round his head,

fastening it under his chin with a

bow. As soon as the knot is tied,

the player claps his hands and the

next player unfastens the ribbon,
faces the next player, ties the ribbon

round his own head, and claps when
the bow is tied. The game proceeds
until the last player has tied the bow.

(5) Jumping the Stick Relay

Apparatus : One broomstick for

each Team.
The game may be played by any

number of Teams. The players and

ground are arranged as shown in

Fig. 2.

The Teams are arranged in file

behind a line, the Leader of each

Team standing on that line. About
8 yards away from the starting line

and in line with the Team, is placed
a stool, or basket, or a chalk mark is

made on the ground.
The stick is placed behind the

stool.

On the signal 'go', the first player
runs and takes the stick and, at the

X
X
X
X
X
X

pl&yer X
Whiteplayer- Q

o

o
O
O

sfartitif line

ids.

Stool

Fig. 2. JUMPING THE STICK

Note : Only two Teams are shown in the figure. The sticks to be carried are lying on the

ground behind the stools
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same time all the players move up
one place. The firs! player gives
one end of the slick to the second

player, and these two, holding the

slick between them close to the

ground, run down the line, each

player in turn jumping over it. When
they reach the end of the file, the firsl

player slays there and the second

player runs back and round the #007,

giving the other end of the slick to

the third player when he comes to

him, the players, in the meantime,

having moved up one place.
This is continued until the lasl

player and the firsl have run down
the line holding the sftick between

them. The lasl player slays at the

end of the line and the firsl replaces
the slick in its original position.
The game is ended when the slick

is in its original place behind the

slool.

(6) Arch (Tunnel] and Net-ball Relay

Apparatus: One Association foot-

ball and one net-ball stand for

each Team.

The game can be played by any
number of Teams.
The ground and players are ar-

ranged as shown in Fig. 3.

The Teams are arranged in file

behind the slarting line and facing
the net-ball sland some dislance

about 6 or 8 yards away.
The Leader of each file has a foot-

ball in hand and, on the word '

go
'

from the referee, he passes the ball

overhead, as in Arch Ball^ or between
the legs, as in Tunnel Ball, to the lasl

player. As soon as the lasl player

gets the ball he runs with it up the

left side of his line to the net-ball

f 2*



original Leader has run back with

the ball to the head of the line.

(7) Dribble Ball Relay

Apparatus: One football for each

Team. Class in file formation.

The ground is marked out with

smarting line where Leader stands,
and a circle, of I yard diameter, about
IO to 15 yards from starting line.

The ball is placed in the circle. The
Leader runs forward, fetches the ball

from the circle and places it on the

starting line. He then dribbles the

ball forward, leaves it in the circle,

and runs back and touches the hand
of the second player now standing on

starting line. Each player in turn

runs to the circle, carries the ball

back, dribbles it to the circle, runs

back and touches the hand of the next

player, passing to the end of the file.

(8) Side Passing Relay
The game is played as in Arch

Ball but, instead of passing the ball

overhead, each player turns to the

left (right) and passes the ball down
the line in the same way as in making
a Rugby pass. The players in each

file should be about 3 or 4 yards

apart.

(9) Line Ball

Apparatus : Bean bag or hand ball.

The Teams are in file with the

Leader facing the Team and standing
about 5 yards away from them. The
Leader throws the bag to the first

player, who throws it back to him
and immediately sits down. The
Leader then throws to the second

player, and so on to the end of the

22

file. The last player sits down, but

immediately stands up again to re-

ceive the bag from the Leader and,
after passing it back, sits down again.
This is continued until the bag has

been finally received by the Leader
from the first player.

(c) Starting Position from other Form-
ation without Apparatus

(i) Postman Relay

Each Team divided into two equal

parts, the two sections facing each

2 4



At the signal
'

go
'

given by the

referee, No. I jumps up and goes
behind No. 2 and then serpentines
round the circle jumping over the

hands of 2 and 3, 3 and 4, etc. As
soon as he is in his position again
with hands joined to the last player,
No. 2 jumps up and serpentines
round the circle, but in the opposite
direction. All the players in turn

run round in the same direction as

No. 2.

No player is allowed to get up
until the previous player is in posi-
tion again.

This game may be played with

the players standing up with joined
hands and each player in turn ser-

pentining under the arches formed

by the joined hands.

(d) Starting Position from Other Form-
ation with Apparatus

(i) Threading the Hoop Relay

Apparatus : 3 wooden hoops and
i Association football for each

Team playing.
The wooden hoops should be

about 15" to 20" in diameter. Any
number of Teams may compete.
The players and ground are ar-

ranged as shown in Fig. 5.

Each Team is divided into two

groups in file facing each other.

The three hoops are held by three

extra standing players about i yard

apart. There should be a run of

about 5 yards from each starting line

to the nearest hoop.
No. 5 has the ball and, on the

signal
*

go ',
that player runs and

passes the ball through each hoop

in turn, catching it each time. After

catching the ball at the third hoop
he throws it to No. 6 and then
runs and stands behind No. 10.

X 10



This is continued until No. 6, who Apparatus : Four bean bags,

i?
ir

! ^: 5's original place, receives The game can be } d b an
the ball from No 10. number of j divided into four

If the ball rails to the ground in equa l Teams.
passing through a hoop, that hoop The Teams are arranged as below,
musT: be threaded again. No> , of each fadng the centrCj all

(2) Square Relay A Finnish Game the others facing outward.

Circle with be&n bay in front of CAC/I team

.-:

\
\
\

,>--- -XE)
._

0-
|

ii3
\-) W?u?c Green, *-*

\ \ -O Eh /

\ \ O- Eh '

v v RJ..~ /

"->

Fig. 6. SQUARE RELAY

^// p/ayen except No. I / ^r>4 TV<zw y/7f^ outwards. The broken lines and the arrows show the

direction of the run
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A bean bag is placed in a circle in

front of each Team. The circles

should be about one foot in diameter

and the distance from the Team con-

cerned the same in every case.

On the word
'

go ',
each No, i runs

to the circle, picks up the bean bag,
and runs all round the four Teams,
as shown in the diagram, and gives
the bag to No. 2 in his Team.

No. 2 then runs all round the four

Teams and hands the bag to No. 3.

This goes on until the last member
of the Team has run round. He then

places the bag in the Team's circle.

The game can be played twice,

the last boy, after running round

once, giving the bag to No. i.

(3) Magic Circle

Apparatus : One bean bag for

each Team playing.
The game may be played by any

number of Teams. The ground is

marked out as shown in Fig. 7.

Two concentric circles are drawn
for each Team the inner one about
i ft. and the outer circle about 2 ft.

in diameter.

The throwing line should be about
6 yards away from the circumference

of the outer circle. The size of the

circles and the distance of the throw-

ing line from the circles may be
varied according to the skill of the

players.
The players are arranged as shown

"
,1

X



in the diagram and are numbered

consecutively.
No. i player comes to the throwing

line with the bean bag in hand, and
the last player stands behind the

circle ready to throw the bag back

to No. i and to call out the score.

Each player has two throws and,

if the bag is in, or touching any part
of the outer circle, one point is scored.

If it is in or touching any part of the

inner circle, two points are scored for

the Team. The player standing be-

hind the circle calls out the points

gained at each throw.

As soon as No. i has thrown twice

Red jo/ayer X



he runs and Elands behind the circle Team has been thrower and scorer,

and acts as caller, the previous scorer One point is given to the Team
taking his place at the end of the line, finishing first.

No. 2 now runs to the throwing Each player keeps his own score

line, and when that player has had as called out by the scorer and all

two throws he becomes scorer, points are added up at the end. The
and so on until every player in the Team with the most points wins.

Red player
O

^~ """""
"""

White pkyer X

Fig. 9. SPOKE RELAY

The diagram shows No. i of each Team standing on starting line ; the arrows and broken lines

show direction of run
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(4) Corner Spry

Apparatus : One hand ball for

each Team.
The game can be played by two

or more Teams.
The players are arranged as shown

in Fig. 8.

The Teams are arranged in lines

facing their Leader, who stands in a

circle 4 or 5 yards away from the

middle of his Team.
The Leader has the ball, and, on

a signal by the referee, throws it to

No. i of his Team who throws it

back to him. He throws it then to

No. 2, and so on down the line. When
the last player in the line gets the ball,

the Leader leaves the circle and runs

to the head of his line, and the last

player runs into the circle. The

throwing and catching are then re-

peated. This is continued until the

Leader is again in the circle. The
Team whose Leader is first back in

the circle is the winner.

If the ball is dropped it must not

be thrown again until the player is in

position in line or circle.

(5) Spoke Relay

Apparatus : One bean bag for

each Team.
The Teams are arranged as shown

in Fig. 9 on page 25.
No. i of each Team sits on the

ground at a marked point. On the

signal, No. i in each Team jumps up
(his place being immediately taken by
No. 2), and runs clockwise round the

other teams back to his place, giving

the bean bag to No. 2. No. 2 then

runs round, his place being taken by
No. 3. As each player has handed
the bag to the next he passes down
to the end of the file.

No player is allowed to receive the

bag unless he is sitting down in the

place vacated by the previous runner.

The game is finished when each

No. i has received the bag from the

last runner.

(6) Diagonal, or Cross Relay Ball

Game a Finnish Game.

Apparatus : Two footballs or

two handballs.

The game can be played by any
number of children arranged as shown
in Fig. 10 on page 27.
The balls are given to Xi and Oi.
On a signal, Xi throws the balls

to Xia.
As soon as Xi has thrown the ball,

he runs to the end of his line and

stands behind X8.
X2 then steps up to the throwing

line to receive the ball from Xia
who, after throwing the ball, runs to

the end of his line and stands behind

X8a.
At the same time, the ball is being

thrown between the players of the

O Teams.
The game is over when the ball is

again in the hands of Xi or Oi.
The ball may be thrown with

(a) right hand,

() left hand, or

(c) both hands (in the case of the

football).
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O5?<J
Q*f^ <*

0,<Sv Red player X
White player C

Fig. IO. DIAGONAL OR CROSS RELAY BALL GAME

The two Teams are each divided into two sections as shown, and stand in file behind

the starting lines



TEAM GAMES AND COMPETITIONS TYPE III

(TIME AND DISTANCE CONTESTS)

easy for the Wronger boys of the

class.

In the earlier stages of this type of

game, the teacher should content

himself with setting
'

common-sense
'

standards, but later, in order to raise

the quality of the work, he could, by
the use of Efficiency Tests (which will

be explained later) set a more exacting
criterion of efficiency.

Some of the tests cannot be carried

out accurately except by use of the

stop-watch, but, for general purposes,
and given that the tests are all carried

THIS
type of competitivework

is closely allied to the first

type, but is a progression of

it. Here the children are working
individually, but against a standard

of time or distance. Each child

has the opportunity of gaining

points for his Team by his own
effort.

In some respects this is probably
the most difficult type of competitive
work for the teacher to arrange, for

he must first set up suitable standards

within the capabilities of his class.

Team Leader's Score Sheet

BROWNRIGG SCHOOL, Class V
Red Team

Name



test will be given in one period, and

the teacher can move from Team to

Team.
Here again, in this type of activity,

the Teams are working under the

control of the Team Leader, and it

should be strongly impressed on

him that extreme care must be

taken to see that the tests are cor-

rectly carried out, and that no marks
will be obtained unless the exact

standard is reached by the indi-

viduals of the Team. The teacher

will be constantly moving from Team
to Team, supervising the whole class,

and will occasionally check the results

obtained by the Team Leader.

Many of the activities included in

Type I in fact all with the addi-

tion of High Jump, can be used in

this group of exercises, but, because

of the standard set by the teacher,
the scoring is different, and it is more
difficult to obtain points in these

games under the new conditions

imposed.

Method of Scoring for this Type :

Each member of the Team who
attains the standard required in

any activity gains one point for his

Team.

Teacher's Record Book for Games and Competitions of Type in

(Four Teams of seven each)

Team



out by the Team Leaders. Once the

scheme is launched, the results ob-
tained will more than compensate
the teacher for his trouble.

In order to obtain standards, the

teacher should first choose three or

four suitable activities, say, Standing
Long Jump, Hop, Step, and Jump,
Backward Throw of the Football,
and High Jump.
The Leaders, having been in-

structed in the various activities, will

prepare the ground so that the four

contests can be carried out simul-

taneously, and the four Teams will

work under the direction of the

Team Leaders, the teacher supervis-

ing the whole.

Each Team Leader will prepare a

sheet on which are the names of the

members of his Team, and columns
for each activity, as shown below :

the Team Leader and the result

placed against the name of the boy
in the appropriate column.
As each Team completes each

activity, the Leader will report to the

teacher, who, when all Teams have

carried out the first test, will change
the Teams round to another activity.
When all Teams have completed

all the activities, the Team Leaders
will hand in their results to the

teacher.

From these results the teacher will

be able to get the average for the class

in each activity and so set up a suit-

able standard.

Standards can be set up in stages

say, Stage I : the average of the class

in each activity; Stage 2: add 3 to 6

inches to Stage I ;
and Stage 3 : add

3 to 6 inches to Stage 2.

In this way each boy has his own

BROWNRIGG SCHOOL
Red Team

Name



who is able to attain the required others will readily suggest themselves

standard in Stage i. When, say, to the teacher.

fifty per cent of the class have It is advisable occasionally to let

achieved the standard in Stage i, the the Team Leaders choose the cham-
teacher will introduce Stage 2 stand- pions of their Teams in each activity,
ardfor future competitions, and so on. and to hold a competition in the

All the activities mentioned in various activities between these Team
Type I Team Competitions can be Champions, and thus choose the Class

treated in a similar manner, and Champion for each event.
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TEAM GAMES AND COMPETITIONS
(INTER-TE4M COMPETITIONS]

TYPE IV

THIS
is the highest form of

competitive work.

In this type the members
of the Team are all working simul-

taneously as a whole, in competition
with another Team.
The games used in this type are

much more complex in character and

need much more careful teaching

than any of those in the other types.

They can be looked upon as the ulti-

mate aim of all the Team activities,

and it is only by careful work, and by
the use of correct methods in the

other types, that the results in these

highly organized games can be suc-

cessful.

The teacher will arrange for these

The following programme should be written on the blackboard :

Programme of Matches to be played on Thursdays, September 12th and 19th

Day & Date



games to be played either on the

League or the
'

knock-out
'

prin-

ciple, but for general purposes the

League principle, where each Team

plays every other Team, is the better.

In all these games there is much

coaching to be done by the teacher.

A simple programme can be ar-

ranged as shown on page 34. It is

assumed here that the games Net-

ball and American Ball* are the two

games chosen and that the class

divided into four Teams. In this

case, each Organized Games Period

is divided into three equal sub-

periods, and, in order that each Team
may compete with every other Team
in both games, the programme must
be spread over a fortnight.
For the description of these games see pages 58 and 47

The results would be recorded thus :

Team Leader's Score Sheet

Red Team

Net-ball and American Ball Matches played Thursdays, September \ith

and \<)th

Team Played



GAMES SUITABLE FOR TYPE IV ACTIVITIES

THOUGH
many of the

following can be found in
'

Suggestions in Regard to

GamesJ issued by the Board of

Education, and in various Books of

Games, it was thought advisable to

include a collection of games suit-

able for use in this period and of this

type. All the games are described

in detail.

TEAM TOWER BALL
Apparatus : One Association football, two towers.

The towers may be made by tying
three broomsticks together, and

standing them up in the form of a

tripod. A jumping stand may be

used as the tower.

The Ground :

The game can be played in the

in each. The object of the game is

to throw the ball at the tower so that

the latter is knocked down.
The players are arranged in

couples, each player
'

marking
'

a

player of the opposing Team, and
with a

'

tower-keeper
'

in each circle.

No player, except the tower-keeper,

o
x

O
x

Red

O
o x

x

O
x

4 yds.di&m.

O
x

O
Fig. II. TEAM TOWER BALL

The tower circles are shown with broomsticks arranged as tripods standing in centre, and with

tower-keeper guarding each tower

school play-ground. The two towers
are placed each at one end of the

pitch and in the centre of a circle of

about 2 yards' radius.

Description :

The players are divided into two
Teams of from eight to fifteen players

36

is allowed to step into the tower

circle.

The game is started by the referee

bouncing the ball between two op-

posing players. The player who gets
the ball passes it to one of his own
side, who passes it on until one has a

chance of shooting at the tower.



Rules :

Players may not hold the ball for

more than three seconds.

If two hold the ball at the same

time, the referee must bounce the

ball between them.

All roughness shall be penalized

by giving the ball to an opponent.

Players may not take a complete

step with the ball in hand.

Players, except the goalkeeper,

may not beat the ball with the hands.

The player throwing the ball so

that the tower is knocked over, scores

one point for his side.

After the tower has been knocked

down, the referee restarts the game
by bouncing the ball between two

opposing players.
The tower may be attacked from

any angle.
There is no need to set bounds to

the field of play.

HAND BALL
Apparatus : One Association football.

The Ground :

The game can be played in the

play-ground with the goals chalked

on the walls. The goals are about

4 ft. in width and about 6 ft. in

height. A semi-circle of 2 yards'

radius, whose centre is in the middle
of the goal, is drawn in front of each

goal.

Description :

The players are divided into two
Teams of from eight to fifteen players
in each. The object of the game
is to score goals by throwing the

ball into the opponents' goal. The

players are arranged in couples, each

player
'

marking
'

a player of the

opposing Team. A goalkeeper stands

inside the semi-circle to guard his

own goal.
The game is started by the referee

bouncing the ball between two op-

posing players. The player who gets
the ball passes it to one of his own

side, who passes it on to another,
until one has a chance of throwing
the ball between the goal posts.

Rules :

Players may not hold the ball for

more than three seconds.

If two hold the ball at the same

time, the referee must bounce the

ball between them.

All roughness shall be penalized

by giving the ball to an opponent.

Players may not take a complete

step with the ball in hand.

Players, except the goalkeeper,

may not beat the ball with the hand.

If the ball hits the goal wall, but

not the goal, and bounces back into

play, it is still in play. After a goal
is scored, the referee restarts the

game by bouncing the ball between

two players.
No player, except the goalkeeper,

is allowed in the semi-circle round

the goal.
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TEAM PASSING

Apparatus : Association or Rugby football.

Rules :Description :

The players are divided into two

equal Teams, and each player
'

marks '

one of the opposing Team.
The game is smarted by the referee

Players may not hold the ball for

more than three seconds.

If two hold the ball at the same

time, it must be thrown up between

bouncing the ball on the ground be- them and a new series of passes (or
tween two opponents. The player

'

break
')

is smarted,

who gets the ball passes it to one of All roughness shall be penalized
his own side, who quickly passes it by the referee giving the ball to an

again to any player of his own side, opponent.
and so on. The aim is to secure as Players may not take a complete

many consecutive passes as possible, step with the ball in hand.

The referee calls out the number Players should try to get away
of passes as they are made, noting the from their opponents in order to take

total in each series. or intercept passes.
Neither the capturing of the ball Players should not crowd together

at the start nor the intercepting of a but scatter over all the ground avail-

pass scores a point. able.

KING OF THE RING (NET-BALL ROUNDERS)
Apparatus : One Association football, one net-ball stand.

The ground is arranged as shown should be about 4 yards, but that

in Fig. 12, page 39. distance varies according to the

The game can be played in the skill of the players and the space

play-ground, the distance between available,

the bases varying according to the . .

clrHI nf th* nlavpt-Q and the. available Description :

The players are divided into two

baskets, etc., can be used for this

purpose.
The circle for the batsman is about

skill of the players and the available

space. The bases can be marked
with chalk on the ground, or stools, equal Teams and numbered conse-

cutively. The players keep these

numbers throughout the game.
The batting Team line up behind

i yard in diameter, and should be in the batting circle and No. i takes his

line with the centre of the shooting place, with the ball in hand, in the

circle, which is about 4 yards in batting circle.

diameter and encloses a net-ball The fielders are scattered round

stand. The distance between the the shooting circle with No. i stand-

nearest points of the two circles ing in that circle.
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No. i of the batting Team hits the

ball with his hand as far as possible
and then runs round all four bases

and takes his place at the end of the

batting Team file. While No. I of
the batting Team is running round
the bases, the fielders throw the ball

to No. I fielder in the shooting circle

quickly as possible to the shooter so

that he can score as many goals as

possible whilst the batsman is run-

ning round the bases.

As soon as the batsman passes the

fourth base, the referee calls
'

stop,'
and only goals scored before

'

slop
'

is called are counted.

jD&tting Circle -

1yd. didjrL.

1st Batsman in. circle

456 7 6 9 10 ifxxxxxxxx
Batf-iriQ TeamriQ

^

O

O

a.se

Red player X Whffe player O
Fig. 12. KING OF THE RING (NET-BALL ROUNDERS)

The fielders are scattered round the shooting circle, except No. I, who is inside the circle ready
to throw the ball through the ring

who pitches the ball through the ring
of the net-ball stand.

The object of the game is for the

fielding side to pass the ball as

When No. 2 of the batting side is

in the batting circle, No. 2 of the

fielding side is in the shooting circle,

and so on.
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At the end of each innings all the

goals scored are counted.

Rules :

No player except the shooter is

allowed in the shooting circle.

No fielder may take a complete

step with the ball in hand.

The runner must pass on the out-

side of each base when making his

run.

TRIANGULAR BALL GAME
Apparatus : One handball

The game is played by two Teams while the Red

consisting of any number of players.
The Teams are arranged and the

ground marked out as shown in

Fig- 13-
The circles are about i yard in

diameter and can be about from 6 to

10 yards apart.
The two distant circles are goal

circles. Throughout the game the

player is running
round. As soon as the Red passes
the last base, the referee calls

'

stop.'

The score is kept by counting the

number of passes that are made when
the runner is racing round, e.g. if

three catches are made when a Red
is running, that score goes down to

the credit of the Green Team.
When the referee calls out

'

stop,'

Red captain occupies one of them, the Green player in the Home circle

and the Green captain the other.

The bases at the four corners can

be marked by stools, baskets, etc.

The Game :

One player from the Red Team
runs into the Home circle and is

given the ball by the referee. This
1 * , 1111 1 *"> J OWA \*> 1O ^.V/ L41A CV-VA A WJ. U-iJLfc+W l_/t**JWj

M,*.W* **.

player then throws the ball to the Red
nQt bg made t from

captain m the Red goal, who then f,

passes it on to the Green captain in

passes the ball to the Green captain,
who passes it to the Red captain and,
on the word

*

now,' the Green player
races round and a Red player steps
into the circle to receive the ball from

the Red captain.
If either catcher drops the ball, no

score is counted for that pass, and a

the Green goal.
As soon as the Green captain gets

the ball, he shouts
' now '

and the

Red player in the Home circle runs

counter-clockwise round the four

bases, as shown in the diagram. Im-

mediately the Red player leaves the

Home circle, the first player from the

Green Team steps into the circle and
catches the ball thrown by the Green

captain. The ball is passed between

these two as many times as possible

The Team with the larger number
of points is the winner.

Score Sheet

GREEN

3

3

. . 2

. . 6

5

18 19

Green wins.

RED



Qo&l Circle

1yd. dJ
Red qozl Circle

1yd dtam.

Home Circle -

1yd. di&m.
** -

X

Stool

^fartinc}
line

"

Fig. 13. TRIANGULAR BALL GAME

Teams are arranged in file behind the starting-line as shown. The figure shows No. i of the

Red Team in the home circle ready to start the game. Direction of run shown by arrows

FLOOR BALL

Apparatus : One Association football

The game is played by two Teams instead of the foot. The game
of nine to fifteen players under the is started by placing the ball on the

rules of Association football, but ground and it is then hit towards the

the ball is propelled with the hand opponents' goal by the centre for-



ward, all opponents landing 3 yards
clear.

The ball is propelled by blows

with the flat of one hand. It may not

be scooped, thrown, or carried, and

in no case may it travel above

shoulder-height.
A goal is scored when the ball

crosses the goal line between the

posts. The goal line should be

drawn on the floor between two

spools, baskets, etc. Each goal
counts one point.

Corner :

The player, standing at the corner,

shall roll the ball into play.

Knock-in :

When the ball crosses the side line,

it shall be put into play as for a
'

corner.'

Goal-knock :

When the ball has gone behind

the goal-line, the goalkeeper, from a

point 3 yards in front of his own

goal, puts it into play in the same

way as above.

Fouls :

(a) Holding, tripping, or charging
an opponent.

(<) Kicking the ball or stopping
it with the feet.

(c) Punching the ball with the fist.

(J) Carrying the ball.

(e) Dribbling, except with one

hand.

(/) Throwing the ball, or scooping
it from the ground, with one

or both hands.

The penalty for all fouls is a free

knock, taken from 5 yards in front

of the offending Team's goal.
While the knock is being taken,

all other players, except the knocker

and the goalkeeper, shall stand

3 yards clear of the ball and goal.
The goalkeeper shall remain in goal.

Similarly, when a
*

corner
'

or a
'

knock-in
'

is being taken the players
stand 3 yards clear of the ball.

VOLLEY BALL
Apparatus : An Association or Rugby football ;

one large rope.

The Ground : The players are divided into two

The ground is marked out as equal Teams and the members of

shown and varies in size according
each Team are numbered conse-

to the number of players and space cutively. They are scattered about

available. A rope is stretched across their respective courts,

the court at a height of 5 ft. 6 in. A The ob
j
ea of the game 1S to keep

serving circle (i yard diameter) is
the bal1

\
n hvel7 Pla7 toward^ t

marked in each court about 3 yards opponents' court,

from the rope.

Description :

The game can be played by any
number of players.
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as each Team
scores only on its opponents' failures

to return the ball or keep it in the

air.

The ball is put into play by being
served by a member of one side, who



Elands in the serving circle. From serving side only. If the service

this position the ball is tossed up fails, then the right to serve passes
with one hand and hit with the palm to the opponents, but no point is

of the other hand over the rope into scored.

the opponents' court. Members of a side continue to

Each member of the side serves in serve, in turn, until the service is lost.

Koce 5'6"above the <fr*ound



CURTAIN BALL
This is played in the same way as wall instead of the rope so that

Volley Ball with the following ex- players cannot see their opponents.

ceptons :

(i) The courts are divided by a
(2) The ball must be thrown and

not hit over the wall.

DANISH ROUNDERS
Apparatus :

The game is intended for juniors,
and is useful for teaching catching,

throwing, and running.
The game may be played by two

Teams of eight or more in each Team
one Team batting and the other

fielding.
One of the fielding Team serves,

Hand-ball

hand-ball about a yard into the air

in such a way that the batsman can

hit the ball with the hand. The bats-

man, after hitting the ball, tries to

reach the first, second, third, and
fourth base before the ball comes
back to the server in the circle.

As soon as the server has received

oVrv/ny Circle

1 y&rd di&m.



and all the runners of the batting

Team, who are outside any of the

four bases, are
'

dead
'

and do not

take part again in the game until

their Team is fielding.
The server may run out of his

circle to get the ball, but may not

shout
' now '

until he is again in the

circle.

If a runner reaches the fourth base,

he gains one point for his side and
hits again when his turn comes.

If the ball is caught, the hitter and
all the players outside the bases are
'

dead.'

If a runner gets into any base

before the server shouts
' now

', he is

safe, and may continue his run when

possible and so make one point when

reaching the fourth base.

A player need not run, except for

first base, until the opportunity arises,

and any number of players may
occupy a base at the same time.

If no player of the batting side is

ready to bat when his turn comes,
the whole side is out.

If a player succeeds in running
completely round the four bases

without a break, he calls in one of the
'

dead
' men to resume batting, and

two points are awarded to his side.

TteBxtr
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STOOL-BALL
The following description of Stool-Ball embraces the rules of the game as drawn up and amended

by the Council of the Stool-Ball Association of Great Britain, by whose permission they are included.

Apparatus : Two wickets
;

the and a bowling crease, not more than
wicket is a board I ft. square, which
is mounted on a stake i\ in. by
i\ in. supported on a stand. The

top of the wicket is 4 ft. 8 in. from
the ground and the top of the stake

must be not less than i in. below the

top of the board.

The wicket consists of the face and

edge of the board only ; the back of

the board and the stake do not count,
and a batsman cannot be put out by
a ball striking these parts.
Two bats

;
a short bat of the

shape of a fives bat, not more than

2 ft. in length, with a round head not

more than 7^ in. in diameter.

One ball
; tennis ball, or semi-

solid ball.

Description :

The wickets are set 16 yards apart,

Fig. 1 6. STOOL-BALL

Bat and Wicket
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I yard long, is marked 10 yards in

front of each wicket (v. Fig. 1 7, p. 46).
The players divide into two Teams.

The fielding Team provides two
bowlers (the one not bowling acts as

the wicket-keeper). The rest of the

When eight balls have been bowled
and the ball is finally settled in the

bowler's or wicket-keeper's hands.

the umpire calls
'

over.' A '

no ball
'

is not counted as one of the
'

over.'

If a run is attempted, the bowler

THE PITCH
Cre&se Crea&e

Wicket

Umpire D o
Bowler

Wicket

lOJdC'

16yds.

Fig. iy. STOOL-BALL

fielders are set as in cricket. The

batting Team sends in two batsmen.

Two umpires are required, one at

the bowler's end, standing just behind
the wicket, the other at the opposite
end standing at square leg.
The bowler bowls full pitches,

underhand, and as fast as he pleases,
but he must not throw or jerk the

ball, and must have at least one foot

behind the bowling crease when he

delivers the ball, otherwise the um-

pire calls
'

no ball.'

If the bowler shall bowl the ball

so high over or so wide of the wicket

that, in the opinion of the umpire, it

is not within reach of the striker, the

umpire shall call
*

wide ball.'

The balls are bowled in
'

overs
'

of

eight balls to each wicket alternately.
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should go to the wicket behind him,
in case the ball is thrown to his end.

The batsman must touch his

wicket on commencing his innings.
He may hold the bat in either hand.

There is no
'

hit-wicket.'

The batsman is out when bowled,

caught, run out, or
'

body before

wicket.' There is no stumping.
The batsman is run out while run-

ning or preparing or pretending to

run (i) if the ball is thrown so as to

hit the wicket
;

or (2) if one of the

opposite Team with the ball in his

hand touches the wicket before the

batsman touches it with hand or bat,

or before part of the hand or bat is

level with, or past the wicket.

If in running the batsmen have

crossed each other, he who runs for



the wicket which is Struck by the ball

is out.

The batsman is out
'

body before

wicket
'

if any part of his person

stops the ball which, in the opinion
of the bowler's umpire, would have

hit the wicket.

Scoring :

If the ball, not having been called
'

no ball
'

passes the batsman with-

out touching his bat or person, and

runs are obtained, the umpire calls
'

bye.'
A batsman being run out, the run

which was attempted is not scored.

If a ball is caught, so that the batsman
is out, no run is scored.

Other Rules :

On all points in Stool-ball for

which there are no special rules, the

laws of cricket, as far as possible,
hold good.

AMERICAN BALL RULES
I. Players of 'Blue' and 'Red'

Teams stand inside and outside alter-

and one blue guard stand at attention

toeing the centre lines, and facing

O x O
9 to J6'

x

r t(o) x
;

4'

UwV^y ^_l

9 -'15'

O x O

Bluepkyer-O Red player X



Until the ball is bounced, both

players stand at attention on the line.

Deviation from this rule is penalized

by giving a free pass to the opposite

player.

4. A goal is scored when the ball is

caught by a clean catch from a throw,

by either player in a goal circle, i.e.

by a goal catcher.

5. After a goal is scored, the

players move on clockwise one place,
the guards now being basemen and

vice versa.

6. The ball must be thrown from

one player to another from the spot
where it is caught.

7. A player may not

(a) Deliberately bounce or bat the

ball to catch it again;

(b} Roll the ball along the ground
to pick it up again;

(c) Strike, pull, or wrench the ball

from another player;

(d) Take one or more steps with

the ball in his hand;

(<?)
Hold the ball for more than

three seconds;

(/) Hinder a player before the ball

has left his hands. (He may,
however, intercept the throw) ;

(g) Step out of a circle to catch the

ball;

(h) Step into a circle to catch the

ball;

Penalty for infringement of the

foregoing rules : A free pass is

awarded to a player on the opposing
side, no other player being nearer to

the thrower than 3 yards.
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8 . No goal is scored if the ball

(a) Bounces off the ground into

the goal-catcher's hands;

(&) Bounces off a neighbouring
wall into the goal-catcher's

hands;

(c) Is picked up off the floor by
the goal-catcher.

In the event of one of these things

happening, the ball is bounced in the

centre, the players keeping the same

places as before.

9. No goal is scored if a player puts
the ball into the goal-catcher's hands.

Penalty. A free pass for a player
of the opposing side.

10. If two players of opposing
sides together hold the ball, the ball

must be bounced between them as

for centre bounce, on the spot where
breach occurred.

1 1 . If two players of the same side

hold the ball between them, a free

pass is awarded to a player of the

opposing side.

12. At half-time, the players at

each circle change places, making
goals at opposite ends.

13. The three guards and three

basemen at each end of the ground
may not pass the centre line.

Encourage :

(1) Catching the ball rather than
'

batting
'

it;

(2) Jumping to catch the ball

every time;

(3) Use of players within the

circles;

(4) The players not to crowd

round the goals.



LONG-BALLRULES
1 . There shall be two Teams> each

of i o to 15 players.

2. The ground shall measure

40 yds. by 20 yds.

3. The bat shall be a small base-

ball bat.

4. The ball shall

semi-solid ball.

be a Tennis or

goal ; he shall warn batsmen before

serving. The batsman may claim
another service if it is a badly-served
ball, and he has not attempted to hit

it. The server is allowed to interrupt
the serving in order to throw the ball

at an opponent.

9. Before the game starts, it is

decided whether one, two, three, or

>

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

erver Side Line

Fig. 19. LONG-BALL: THE FIELD

5. The duration of play shall be

40 minutes.

6. The Captains shall toss for
'

in
'

game and decide beforehand who
shall be the server and where the

others shall be placed in the field.

Captains shall also arrange batting

positions beforehand.

7.
'

In
'

means batting.
'

Out '

means fielding.

8. The 'Server* shall stand in

four balls shall be served to each

player before running (one is best).

10. Batsmen. The *

in
' Team

shall line up in a file facing the server

inside the goal. The players hit in

succession and in the same order

throughout the game. In order to be

allowed to hit the ball again, the

player must have scored a run. If a

member of the
'

out
' Team causes his

side to be
'

in,' he gets a reward hit
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first ; otherwise that player Starts

whose turn it was to hit when last

his side got
*

out.' The batsman may
hit the ball hard or gently, or not at

all
;

if he misses the ball when proper-

ly served, it is counted a hit. The
batsman should aim at hitting the

ball beyond the back goal line.

11. The Run. A run is made
when a player, without breaking

rules, has run from goal to back-line

and back again, and the Team has

had no
'

out
'

game meanwhile. The
run can be broken by the runner

waiting behind the back-line for a

favourable opportunity to run. A
batsman need not run immediately
after making his hit ; he can stay in

goal behind the server and run when
an opportunity occurs from another

member's hit. Two or more mem-
bers of the Team may be waiting at

the top goal-line or back goal-line at

the same time. The fielders must
not actively prevent their opponents
from running. No run shall be

started when the ball is in the server's

hands.

12. The 'out* Team get 'in'

game if one of
'

in
' Team

(a) deliberately touches the ball or

hinders the
'

out
' Team in

fielding ;

() hits the ball to the ground be-

hind the top goal-line, or side-

line
(it may roll outside lines) ;

(c] runs over the side-lines ;

(d] is not in goal to hit when his

turn comes.

The '

out
' Team gets

'

in
'

if one of
'

out
' Team

(<?)
catches the ball from a hit

;

(/) hits an
*

in
'

player with the

ball when the
'

in
'

player has

one or both feet in the field.

13. A ball is caught when a player
catches it before it touches the

ground. The catcher drops the ball

on the spot where it was caught
unless it is outside, when he runs

and places it inside.

14. A player is hit if touched by
the ball when in the field. He can

dodge to avoid the ball, provided he

does not cross the side-lines.

15. No fielder except the server

may take more than three steps with

the ball in hand. He must aim at a

runner or pass to another fielder. If

more than three steps are taken be-

fore the throw, the hit is invalid.

1 6. A fielder may not hold the ball

more than five seconds. A hit from

a ball held longer is invalid.

17. If there are no runners, the

ball must be passed to a server as

quickly as possible.

1 8. If a runner is aimed at by a

fielder and missed, he is allowed to

run straight back to goal freely or

otherwise. Although he may not

have reached the back goal-line, he

scores a run.

19. After a hit, the bat should be

placed on the ground inside the goal.

20. A runner waiting beyond the

back goal-line must get back to goal
before it is his turn to hit again.

21. If there be only one batsman

left in goal, he shall be served to

twice unless he run on first ball.



22. The change from
'

in
'

to
'

out
'

game and vice versa shall be made

very quickly.

23. Umpire. The umpire shall

sign to the scorers (two) after each

point ;
call when the players change

game, act as timekeeper, and give
the result at the end of the game.

24. The Team which has scored

most points wins.

PROGRESSIVE DODGE-BALL
Apparatus : Association football

The game can be played by any pied the centre court or each of the

number of players. three courts in turn.

Ground : Object of the Game :

The ground is divided into three The game consists in hitting

equal courts, each 30 ft. by 30 ft. players with a flying ball, the ball



start is given, may scatter about

their respective courts.

The game is continued by those in

the outer courts combining to hit the

players in the centre court.

Each innings may last for an

arranged period.
A hit is made when a player is

struck by the ball thrown by an oppon-
ent before it has touched the ground.
A player is not

'

hit
'

if the ball

rebounds from the floor, wall, or any

object.
A player is not

'

hit
'

if the

thrower steps over the lines of his

own court.

A player is not
'

hit
'

if he catches

the ball thrown by an opponent
before it touches the ground.

First Method of Scoring

When a hit has been made, the

referee calls out
'

yes.' At the end of

each innings, the referee counts the

number of hits scored against each

Team. The Team with the lowest

number of hits scored against it is

the winner.

Second Method of Scoring

When a player is
'

hit,' he falls out

and is out of the game for the rest of

that innings. At the end of the

innings, the number of players who
are out are counted and recorded.

At the close of the three innings, the

Team with the smallest total number
of hits, i.e. players put out, is the

winner.

Scoring Sheets

FirSt Method :



Description :

The players are divided into two

equal Teams, and each player
'

marks'

one of the opposing players.
One player of the Reds (the King)

is placed in the Red base and one of

the Blues (the King) occupies the Blue

the ball passes it to one of his own
side, and so on, until it reaches the

King in the base. As soon as the

King gets the ball, his opponents
scatter as far as possible away from
him while keeping within the limits

of the court.



6. No player is allowed to beat

the ball with the hand or to impede
an opposing player.

7. The penalty for all fouls, except
that of the guard stepping into the

base, is for the ball to be given to the

opposing player.
8. If the ball passes over the side

lines, it is bounced by the referee be-

tween two opposing players at the

spot where it passed over.

9. If the ball passes over the

end lines, the game is restarted

by the referee in the centre of the

court.

10. One point is counted for each

hit and the score is kept by the

referee.

11. If, when the King throws at

an opponent, that player catches the

ball before it touches the ground
no

'

hit
'

is counted.

SLING BALL
Apparatus : Rugby or Association football.

The game can be played on any these positions varies according to

rough ground about the size of a foot- the number of players,
ball pitch, by any number of players. The object of the game is to sling

the ball over the goal-line of the
Description :

opposing Team.
The players are divided into two The game is started by a player of

(ro& i Line Qo&l Line .

/



If, when the ball has been thrown,
a player of the opposing Team
catches it before it touches the

ground, that player is allowed to

take three long, running steps before

throwing the ball. If the ball is not

caught before it touches the ground,
it must be thrown from the spot
where it is picked up.
A goal is scored when the ball

passes over the opponent's goal-line,

except it be caught before it touches

the ground.

Rules and Hints :

The two Teams never come into

actual contact, so that there is no

tackling or scrambling for the ball.

The Teams are continually moving
forward and backward according to

the length of the throw.

The ball is thrown or slung by one
arm only, either left or right as

arranged previously, and a Team
may not have two consecutive

throws.

If side lines are arranged and the

ball passes over one of these, it is

brought back by an opponent to the

point where it passed over, and is

thrown from there.

After a goal is scored, the game is

restarted by a player of the opposing
side.

LINE KICKING

Similar to the above. The ball is

punted instead of thrown. The same
rules apply. If played with a Rugby
ball, a drop kick must be taken and
not a punt.

ROUNDERS
Apparatus : Tennis or semi-solid ball, rounders or a small baseball bat.

The game can be played by two
sides of nine to fifteen players.

The Ground :

The ground is arranged as shown
in the diagram. The ' home '

and
'

bases
'

are marked out on the

ground in the form of a pentagon
and are spaced 10 to 30 yards

apart according to the size of the

ground.
The ' home '

is a 6-ft. square,
divided into two equal parts by a line

at right angles to the back line. The
back line may be prolonged in-

definitely.

The '

bases
'

are circles, 2 ft. in

diameter.

A bowling crease, I yard long, is

drawn 15 ft. to 25 ft. in front of the
'

home.'

Description :

The positions of the batting Team
at the beginning of an innings are

shown on the diagram by small

circles. The first batsman stands in

one side of the home, ready to bat,

the others line up on one side behind

the back line ready in turn to occupy
the home as soon as the preceding
batsman leaves it.



The positions of the base guards of the game is to make rounders. A
are shown by crosses (the out-fielders rounder is made by each player who
are not shown, they are scattered reaches fourth base

; if he does this

about the ground). in one run from the home he scores

B&ck Line

Bat^e^5
>

Queue
oooooooooo

Fielder X
B&tter

Fig. 23. ROUNDERS

The figure shows only the Base-guardt, the Bowler, and the Back-stop of the fielding side ; the

others should be scattered about the field

For match purposes, two umpires four points, otherwise one point.
are desirable, one to watch the bowl- The bowler delivers the ball under-

ing, the other the bases. The object hand. In delivering the ball, the
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bowler must not cross the bowling
crease. He must pitch the ball above
the knee and below the shoulder of

the batsman, and within the limits of

that half of the home not occupied
by the batsman, otherwise the ball is
'

bad
'

and the umpire calls
'

no ball.'

If the bowler sends in succession

three
'

bad
'

balls, the batsman is en-

titled to go to the first base, those on
the bases moving on as necessary, in

order to avoid having two runners at

one base.

The batsman must stand wholly
within one half of the home until

the ball is delivered. He may strike

at any ball,
'

good
'

or
*

bad,' but

need not run if the ball is
'

bad.'

He must run as soon as he has

struck a
'

good
'

ball, dropping his

bat and running to the first base.

He may continue running to the

second, third, or fourth base, but

must pass over or outside each base,
otherwise he is

*

out.'

A player running to any base must
touch it before any fielder touches it

with the ball in hand, otherwise he is
1

out.'

A player having left his base with

the intention of running may not

return, but must proceed to the next

base.

Only one runner is allowed to be

at a base
;

if there be more, all

but the last to arrive shall be
'

out.'

Any player on a base may run for

a hit or for an overthrow to a base

guard, and may be put out as de-

scribed above.

The ball is
'

dead,' and no more
runs may be made after the ball is

finally held by any base-guard stand-

ing at a base.

If a player is obstructed in his run

to a base by a player of the opposing
side, he shall be entitled to that base

in all circumstances.

If the batsman strikes the ball so

that it goes behind the back line, he

is
'

out,' and any other player who
ran for that stroke shall return to the

base he occupied when the ball was
hit.

A player who is put
'

out
'

retires

behind the back line and is
'

out
'

for

the remainder of the innings, except
that, when a batsman scores a rounder

in one run from the home, he puts
*

in
'

one of the side who is
'

out.'

A player on fourth base remains

there until the next stroke, when he
returns to the batsman's queue, and
cannot be put

'

out
'

in doing so
;

but if there is no one to occupy the

home he must run for home and may
be put

*

out
'

as if running to a base
;

if he is put
'

out
'

in this way, all his

side are
*

out
'

and the Teams change

places.
All the batting side are also

'

out
'

if there is no player left to occupy
the home.
The Team which scores the highest

number of points in a pre-arranged
time or number of innings wins.



THE RULES OF THE GAME OF NET-BALL

(as revised and adopted by The Ling Association)

1. The Team

A Net-ball Team shall number
seven players, unless otherwise agreed
by the respective captains.

2. The Ground

The ground shall be looft. long

middle of each goal-line, and shall

consist of an iron ring, 15 in. in

diameter, placed horizontally, loft,

above the ground, projecting 6 in.

from the supporting surface, and pro-
vided with a net. The top of the post
shall be on a level with the ring. (For

1OO'

5o'

dc.
A.C.

c.

C.

<2.C

-DLC

forfeble

Fig. 24. NET-BALL

and 50 ft. wide, marked with white

lines. The longer sides shall be

called side-lines, and the shorter sides,

goal-lines. The ground shall be

divided into three equal courts by
two transverse lines. A semi-circle,
called the shooting circle, with a radius

of 1 6 ft., shall be drawn round each

goal-post, and a line 9 ft. long shall

be drawn in the middle of the

ground, parallel to the goal-lines,
with a return crease projecting 6 in.

at each end of the line and at right

angles to it.

3. The Goals

The goals shall be placed in the
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elementary schools the iron ring
should be 9 ft. above the ground.")

4. The Ball

The ball shall be an ordinary
Size 5 Association leather football.

(For elementary schools a Size 4
Association football is recommended.)

5. Duration of Play

The game shall be played for from

ten to twenty minutes each way, as

agreed by the respective captains, the

players changing ends at half-time.

If the ball passes through the goal-

ring after the whistle has been blown

for time, no goal shall be scored,



except in the case of a
'

free throw
for goal,' when extra time shall be

allowed to complete the throw.

6. The Start

The captains shall toss before the

game, the winner of the toss to have

either the choice of goals or the Free

Pass to start the game.
The game shall be started by a

free pass from the centre at the begin-

ning of each half and after each goal.
The free pass shall be taken by each

side alternately throughout the game.
The centres, one of whom holds the

ball, shall stand at each end of the

centre line, toeing the return crease,

and each shall have his left side to-

wards the goal into which his side is

shooting.
The free pass must be taken within

three seconds of the whistle being
blown, and the opposing centre shall

be free to move immediately the

whistle sounds.

Penalty

A free pass taken by the opposing
side.

7. A Goal

A goal (other than one resulting
from a free throw for goal) is scored

when the ball is batted or thrown over

the ring into the net, by goal shooter

or attack, from any point within the

shooting circle. Jumping when

shooting for goal is not prohibited.
A player is counted in the circle when
no part of his feet is outside the circle

line. If netted from outside the

circle, a free pass shall be given to

the opposite side. No goal can be

scored direct from a ball received

when one foot is outside the circle,

nor from a bounce by the umpire,
within the shooting circle.

Penalty

A free pass taken by opponents.

8. Method of Playing the Ball

The ball may be caught or held in

any manner, and may be thrown or

batted in any direction by one or both

hands or head. A player may not

strike, pull, wrench, nor remove the

ball from another player, neither may
he put his hands over or round the

player in possession of the ball. He
may not charge, push, hold, nor keep
his arms across a player to prevent
his catching the ball, but he may in-

tercept the ball, by jumping or other

means, after it is thrown from or to

another player. The ball may not be

kicked nor struck with the closed fist.

It may not be deliberately rolled, nor

placed on the ground, and picked up
again by the same person ;

neither

may it be thrown up into the air and

caught again by the same person,

except when throwing for goal. A
player in possession of the ball may
not deliberately bounce the ball and
catch it again, but any player not in

possession of the ball may bounce the

ball once in order to bring it into his

possession. To be in possession of

the ball a player must have control of

it whether holding with one or both

hands. Accidental bounces shall not

be penalized.

Penalty
A free throw for goal to the

opposing side.
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9. Carrying the Ball

A player is not allowed to carry the

ball, but must, within three seconds,

play it from where he receives it.

This also applies when shooting for

goal. He may turn round, but may
not make a complete step in any
direction. (To make a complete step
would mean to move both feet in the

same direction.) Walking or run-

ning with the ball is not allowed.

Penalty
A free throw for goal to the

opposing side.

10. Body Foul

A player in possession of the ball

shall not use his body so as to obstruct

any other player, and a player may
not use his person, nor any part of it,

so as to obstruct any other player who
has the ball. Any player shall be

held to be so obstructing another

player in possession of the ball when

he, by interposing his body, or any
part of it, makes it impossible for that

player to throw the ball to another

player, or (in the goal circle) towards

the goal. No player may stand close

to another player with arms upraised,
to prevent him from shooting for

goal. (This does not mean that de-

fence may not endeavour to intercept
the ball after it has left the hands of

a player shooting for goal).

Penalty

A free throw for goal to the

opposing side.

When passing the ball, there must
be room for a third player to pass be-

tween the player passing the ball and
the player to whom he is passing it.
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Penalty

A free pass taken by the opposing
side.

11. Offside

The division of the ground into

three courts is to facilitate the keep-

ing of places. With a Team of seven

(or five) a side, the players in the de-

fending court
(i.e.

the goalkeeper and

defence) shall be
'

offside
'

if they
enter the attacking court, but they

may play in their own court (includ-

ing circle) and the centre court.

Similarly, the players in the attacking
court (i.e. goal-shooter and attack)
shall be

'

offside
'

if they enter the

defending court, but they may play
in their own court (including circle)
and in the centre court. Players in

the centre court
(i.e. centre, attacking

centre, and defending centre) shall be
'

offside
'

if they enter either circle.

If any part of a player touches the

ground over the line he shall be

deemed to have entered the court or

circle. If in the umpire's opinion
two players of opposing sides are
4

offside
'

simultaneously, the game
shall not be stopped.

Penalty

A free pass taken by the opposing
side.

12. Held Ball

When two players of opposing
sides hold the ball with both hands

at the same time, the umpire must
bounce the ball on the spot where it

was held, and it shall not be in play
until one of the two players involved

shall touch it. (For position of

players and penalty, see Rule 14.)



Should a player of the opposing side

put his hand or hands on the ball

after another player has got it, the

one in possession shall be allowed a

free pass. In the case of two play-
ers of opposing sides having their

hands on the ball at the same time,

umpires should use their discretion

as to whether both players are really

holding the ball, or one is merely
touchine it

Penalty

A free pass taken by the opposing

13. Interfering with the Goal-Pott

No player shall intentionally touch
the goal-post

Penalty

^

A free pass taken by the opposing
side.

14. The Bounce

When the ball is bounced by the

umpire, it shall not be in play until

it has been touched (not necessarily

caught) by one of the two players
between whom it is bounced, who
until the ball touches the ground
must stand 9 ft. apart. They must
stand erect facing each other with
their backs to the side lines, feet to-

gether, and arms by their sides. Each

player should have his left side nearest

to the goal into which his side is

shooting

(Umpires are reminded that they

may vary the strength of the bounce.

They should stand squarely facing
the goal-line and bounce the ball on
a spot equi-distant from the two

players.)

No goal can be scored direct from a

bounce by the umpire within the

shooting circle.

Penalty
A free pass taken by opponents.

T Throw-In

When $**& Passes over &* de
line or P1*? an opponent of the

Pla7er who last touched it must im-

mediately throw it in from the point
where it crossed the line. There is

no neeci ^o wait for the whistle when

throwing in. The ball may be

thrown in any direction, but the

Pla7er who throws it in must stand

^. ^
hen throwing with both feet

behind the line. JNo other player
shall stand within 9 ft. of the player
who is throwing the ball in. Pro-

vided the ball is caught before it

touches the ground by a player

having both feet within the ground,
it shall not be considered

*

out.' No
Players other than those allowed

W1thin
,

the circle may throw in from
b
f
hmd ^e shooting circle If a

Pla
7
er

>
when throwing m, holds the

ball more than three seconds (count-
mS *<** ^e time he takes his stand

J*,
hl

?
e
)

th<
;

** to throw in is

lo^' and xt sha11 be g^en to an

PP nent - W the case of the ball

passing over the side or goal-line
after be

\
ng touched simultaneously

y two players of opposing sides, the

.

bal1 sha11 be bounced b7 the umpire
J
ust Wlthm the court

> opposite the

Pomt where Jt crossed the lme '

Penalty

The throw-in is given to the

opposing side.
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1 6. The Free Throw for Goal

A free throw for goal shall be taken

by a player selected by the captain
from any point outside the shooting
circle. He must stand with both feet

outside the circle. No part of either

foot may be on or over the line. All

other players must be outside the

circle or behind the goal-line at the

time. No player may stand within

9 ft. of the one throwing until the

ball has left his hands, when it may
be intercepted in the ordinary way.
The ball must not be thrown to any
other player, but must be aimed

directly at the goal.

Penalty

For any breach of this rule by the

defending side, the free throw shall

be taken again ; by the attacking
side, a free pass shall be awarded to

the opposing side.

17. The Free Pass

The free pass shall be taken by a

player of the opposing side, from the

spot where the breach of rule occurred,
no other player being within 3 yards
of him. A free pass shall not be taken

directly at goal, and may be inter-

cepted in the ordinary way.
1 8. Penalties

A free throw for goal is awarded
to the opposing side for breach of
Rules 8, 9, 10 (part of), and part of
1 6. For breach of Rule 15, the

throw-in is awarded to the opposing
side. Any player on the attacking
side who is fouled within the goal
circle shall have a free throw for goal
from the point where he was fouled,
or if he prefers it, from any point
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outside the shooting circle. For
breach of Rules 6, 10 (part of), n,
12, 13, 14, and part of 16, the

penalty is a free pass.

19. Substitutes

If a player is hurt during the game,
a substitute may take his place, with
the consent of the opposing captain.
20. Umpires

Each umpire shall take control of
half the field and give decisions in his

half only, but shall take the whole of
one side line, the field to be divided

by a line drawn at right angles to the

side lines through the centre of the

ground. The two umpires shall not

cross over at half-time. The de-

cisions of the umpire shall be final,

and shall be given without appeal.
The umpires shall act as timekeepers
and also keep a record of the game,
unless special scorers and timekeepers
are provided. The umpires shall re-

frain from penalizing either side in

cases where they are satisfied that by
so doing they would be giving an ad-

vantage to the offending Team. For

rough play, the umpires shall have
a discretionary power to warn the

offending player or to suspend him
from further participation in the game.
2 1 . The Positions of the Field * are :

G.S. Goal-shooter. A. Attack.

A.C. Attacking
Centre C. Centre.

D.C. Defending
Centre D. Defence.

G.K. Goal-keeper.
If a captain wishes to change the

position of a player, he must notify
the umpires.

* See Fig. 24, page 58



PROGRAMME OF COMPETITIVE GAMES-
ALL TYPES

THE
following is a suggested

programme For a period of

three weeks. It is intended

to be used as a guide for drawing
up other programmes for varying

periods.
It is drawn up on the assumption

that the class is allowed one hour

each week for organized games, and
that the matches are arranged on the

League principle in which each Team

competes with every other Team in

all activities.

It is also assumed that the Teams
are familiar with all the activities,

and the programme is arranged

Upper Classes. Boys. Four Teams

Time : One hour, divided into three equal periods

FLOOR-BALL, TOWER-BALL, Team Competitions, League principle

Day



therefore, for competitive purposes

only.
Each hour is divided into three

periods of twenty minutes each and,

during the first two periods, Floor-

ball and Tower-ball matches are

played, whilst during the last period,
each week, all Teams take part

simultaneously in Team Competi-
tions.

In order to introduce variety into

the work, the activities in the last

twenty minutes are changed each

week. In this way all types of com-

petitive work are introduced.

A break of about five minutes

should be allowed between the first

two periods.

NOTES ON SCORING

As careful records are important in

competitive work, particularly from
the children's point of view, the

scoring values of the different types
of activities should be equalized as

far as is possible.
It will be noted that under each

type the method of scoring has been

given. These methods are intended

for use only when competitions of

one type are used. But when more
than one type of competition is in-

cluded in a programme, then the

method must be altered in order that

each activity shall have the same

scoring value.

In order that this shall be clearly

understood, the methods of scoring
in each type of competition when used

singly and when used in conjunction
with other types are shown below.
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4 points

3 i,

2

1 point

4 points

3
2

I point

i point

(a) When used singly
TYPE I

ist boy
2nd

3rd
4th

TYPE II

ist Team
2nd ..

3rd . .

4th . .

TYPE III

Each boy who at-

tains standard re-

quired
TYPE IV

Match won . . 2 points
Match drawn . . i point

(ft)
When various types are combined

An arrangement should be made

whereby each Team has a possible
chance of scoring the same maximum
number of points in all activities, that

is to say, that if there are eleven boys
in a Team, then, in Type I the Team,
as a whole, may score 44 points, so

that in a Type IV match 44 points
should be given for a win.

The following arrangement has

been found to work satisfactorily :

TYPE I

Scoring as in (a] : 4, 3, 2, and
i points per boy.

TYPE II

ist Team : 4 points multiplied by
number of children in the Team.

2nd Team : 3 points multiplied by
number of children in the Team.

3rd Team : 2 points multiplied by
number of children in the Team.

4th Team : I point multiplied by
number of children in the Team.



Team Leader's Score Sheet

BROWNRIGG SCHOOL, Class V
Red Team

Three Weeks ending September 2itt



second boy in each Team gains

3 points ;
the third boy in each

Team gains 2 points ; the fourth

boy in each Team gains i point for

his Team.
In Type III, only those children

attaining the standard required are

able to win points for the Team, and
in Type IV, 2 points are given to

each member of the Teams if the

match is drawn, but members of the

losing side gain no points.
Thus it will be seen that in Types I

and II all boys competing can gain

points for the side, but in Type III,

only the boys attaining a definite

standard can gain points for the side,

and in Type IV only when the match
is won or drawn can points be gained
for the Team.

In the Teacher's Record Book for

TOWER-BALL, FLOOR-BALL, and Team
Competitions where all Types are in-

cluded, the following points should

be noted :

1. Except for TOWER-BALL and

FLOOR-BALL, the activities used are

those which were given as examples
in the Teacher's Records for each

Type.
2. The results are carried forward

from the Type Competitions with the

adjustment of the scoring values

needed for 'All-Type' Competitions.

3. The same names appear in all

the Competitions under the same

Teams, so that the progress of the

Team and the individuals composing
it can be followed throughout the

Competition.

Teacher's Record Book

TOWER-BALL, FLOOR-BALL Matches and Team Competitions

September 7) 14, and 21, 1924



ATHLETICS IN THE SCHOOL

IN
the past there has been little

attempt to give the children any
coaching in athletic events. In

schools where an Annual Sports Day
is held, during the two or three weeks
before the final sports day much so-

called
'

training
'

is indulged in by
the children, but this, very often,

without help from the teacher.

The reason is probably, not lack of

interest on the part of the teacher,
but lack of knowledge of the essen-

tials of the various events. The
teacher often feels that he may be

doing the boy more harm than good,
but valuable coaching hints can be

given by any teacher, even if he be

not himself an athlete. If the teacher

notes the methods employed by some
of our best athletes, and watches the

daily papers for photographs of ath-

letes in action, it is an easy matter

for him to choose the best styles and
the best methods of training for the

events.

The '

training
'

indulged in by
boys and girls, prior to the sports

day, is often most harmful to the

child, and is frequently the cause of

strains and over-fatigue. It is not
'

training,' in the sense the word is

generally used, that the boy requires

(all boys should be physically fit for

the various events of a school sports

day), but just general coaching in the

best methods to be employed in order

to get the maximum result with the

minimum of effort, and to ensure
that the boys' efforts are not being
wasted by useless actions.

But if the best results are to be

obtained, coaching should be given

systematically throughout the school

year, and should not be crowded into

a few weeks or days preceding the

sports day.
If systematic and regular coaching

be given, then the effect will be seen

not only in the attainments but also

in the general physique of the chil-

dren, and any danger of strain or

over-fatigue will be eliminated.

Though it is not intended that the

following should be looked upon as

complete
'

training courses
'

the

writer would object to the
'

training
'

of school children for athletic events

it is felt that the average teacher

would welcome suggestions on the

coaching of the usual school sports-

day events, and a few essential facts

and rules about the correct carrying
out of these.

Many teachers have not a clear

knowledge of the correct procedure,
and can only find this out by reading

up numerous books on the various

activities, and, though it is not essen-

tial that the events should be carried

out in the approved style, it is better

for all concerned that the standard

methods should be used.

THE SPRINT

Many faults in style have crept
into boys' running, solely through
lack of knowledge of the rules govern-

ing the sprint. Over and over again
races are lost on the starting line or

on the finishing line.
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A boy should be told that the

breasting of the tape is not the de-

ciding point in the race. What is

important is that the line on the

ground or too often the imaginary
line on the ground under the tape
is the finishing point and the race is

only won by the boy whose feet first

pass over this line. The tape is there

or should be there merely as a

guide to the judges.
The judges should stand in line

with the finishing line, not in front

of or behind it. If three runners are

to be placed, then there should be

three judges, one marking the first,

another the second, and another the

third to cross the line.

The Start

The reason for the position taken

up by the best runners at the start

should be explained to boys.
The Crouch Start is the one most

used. In this position the hands

should be behind the starting line

finger tips on the ground, not the

full hand. The runner rests on the

right knee with the left foot a few
inches behind the hands. The right
knee should be in line with the left

instep.
The feet are placed in small holes

in the ground in order to get the for-

ward push.
This position is one of rest and is

assumed on the words
'

Get to your
marks

'

given by the starter.

On the word '

Set,' the right knee
is raised from the ground, and the

body is bent slightly forward with

the head down, the whole weight of
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the body resting on the toes and

fingers.
On the pistol shot, the push-off is

gained by the finger tips and the

pressing of the feet and a vigorous

stretching of the right leg.

Running
In a 50 yards sprint, a deep breath

is taken just before the pistol goes
and the breath is held until the finish-

ing line is passed. The majority of

runners will do the same in the

100 yards sprint. For boys, it is

better to take a second breath, if

necessary, after running about 60 or

70 yards.
In running, the head should be

kept well down.
The boy should be told not to look

for the tape but to continue at top

speed over the finishing line, gradu-
ally pulling up about 20 to 30 yards
after the tape has been passed.

LONG DISTANCE RUNNING
For distances over the 440 yards

the standing start is usually adopted.
The stride is different from that of

the sprint and should be an easy,

long, swinging gait. The arms
should hang easily, not swung across

the body, nor should the arms be car-

ried in the half arms bend
'

position.
It is a good plan to get off the

mark and to cover the first few yards
with a much quicker step approach-

ing the sprint gradually changing
into the long swinging stride, until

within a short distance of the finishing

line, when the sprint should again be

used.



The head should be kept Steady
with the eyes looking forward and

downward, and on no account should

the head be turned.

In long distance running, the

breathing should be regular, and not

held as in the sprint.

THE HIGH JUMP
A great deal of effort is usually

wasted in the preliminary run. It

should be remembered that the force

forward, gained in the preliminary

run, has to be suddenly converted

into an upward force, and this re-

quires extra effort, which is all re-

quired for the jump.
The side jump is the one most

generally used. In this jump, the

upward swing of the straight arms
and the stretching of the legs are

important points to be watched.

The jumper must go over the lath

with feet leading, otherwise it is a

dive and not a jump.
The preliminary run should be one

in which the pace is increasing, and
the length of step decreasing, as the

lath is approached, and the lath

should be approached from an oblique
direction.

The take-off should be made
from one foot about 4 ft. from the

lath. The legs should be kept well

stretched in passing over the bar, and
the landing should be made on the

same leg from which the jump was
made.

In passing over the lath the body
should be slightly twisted and bent

forward over the lath in order to

avoid touching it.

THE RUNNING LONG JUMP
The Running Long Jump must be

into a prepared pit, and from a
'

take-

off board.'

The '

take-off board
'

should be

about 5 ft. in length and about 5 in.

wide at the top. The board should

be sunk into the ground until its

upper surface is exactly level with

the track.

The pit should be about 5 ft. wide
and 20 ft. long. The soil in the pit
should be dug up loosely for a depth
of from 6 in. to i ft., and kept level

by raking.
It is a good thing, but not neces-

sary, to have a board running down
one side of the pit, marked in feet

and inches.

The Jump
The '

take-off
'

is made from one

foot and no part of the foot must
touch the ground on the pit side of

the
'

take-off board,' otherwise a foul

jump is made.
The landing is made on both feet,

the jumper being careful not to touch

the ground behind his heels with any

part of his body. The jump is

measured from the
'

take-off board
'

to the back mark made by the

jumper.
In making the jump, the jumper

should spring high into the air, draw
his legs upward and throw the arms
forward. When about to land, the

jumper should thrust the feet forward

and swing the arms downward.
Each jumper is allowed three at-

tempts, a foul jump counting as a

jump.
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HOP, STEP, AND JUMP
The three parts must be con-

tinuous no pause between any of

the actions. The conditions are

similar to those of Running Long
Jump.

The jump is made either from a
'

take-off board
'

or a line marked on
the ground. If a

'

take-off board
'

is

used it should be about 5 in. in width
and sunk level with the ground at the

back. The ground immediately in

front of the board is dug out to a

depth of about 3 in. in order that the

jumper can get pressure with his toes

and thus a better
'

take-off.' The
toes of the jumper must not touch

the ground in front of the board,
otherwise it is a foul.

If a line is marked on the ground,
then no part of the foot must be in

front of the line.

In making the jump, the arms are

swung forward, upward, and back-

ward as the heels are raised from the

ground. Then the knees are bent

and the arms swung downward and

backward, and the body is inclined

forward at the hips.
The jump is made from both feet

at once, and the arms are swung
vigorously forward, and the legs
stretched with the whole body in

line, but inclined forward. When
the jumper has reached his greatest

height, the legs are drawn forward

and the arms swung downward to

make the landing.
Measurement is taken from the
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front edge of the starting line to the

back mark made by the jumper.
The jump should be made into a

prepared pit as in Running Long
Jump.

HURDLES
In championship meetings, hurdle

races are usually arranged in two

groups (i) 1 20 yards (2) distances

varying from 220 yards to 440 yards.
The 1 20 yards race is the one con-

sidered most useful for school pur-

poses.
In this distance there should be

ten hurdles, placed 10 yards apart,
the first one 1 5 yards from the start-

ing line, and the last one 15 yards
from the finishing line. The hurdles

for use in schools should vary in

height, according to the age of the

boys, from 2 ft. 6 in. to 2 ft. 9 in.

For boys under fourteen years of

age, the distance should be 100 yards
with eight hurdles, placed 10 yards

apart, with a 15 yards sprint to the

first hurdle, and the same distance

from the last hurdle to the finishing

point.
The crouch position is usually

adopted for the start in this race.

In taking the hurdles, the boys
should be taught to jump only suffi-

ciently high as just to clear the

hurdles, as too much height in the

jump means loss of time.

If the take-off is made on the left

foot, the landing will be made on the

right, and as the foot of the stretched

right leg is coming to the ground, the

left should be stretched vigorously
forward and downward, ready for the



next step, and in order to bring the

body over the hurdles as quickly as

possible.
In clearing the hurdles, when the

right leg is stretched, the left should

be bent at the knee with the lower leg
turned outward, and almost parallel

to the top of the hurdle.

To preserve the balance and in

order to keep the body square to the

front, the arms are swung sideways

during the jump.
The final sprint should be made

just as in the 100 yards race.

The boys should be taught to take

the same number of steps between
each pair of hurdles.

If more than two hurdles are over-

turned, the competitor is disqualified.

THE RELAY RACE
There are two classes of relay races

those described under Type II

Team Game Competitions for use in

class work, and those used in sports

meetings either on the circular or

straight track. The latter will be

dealt with here.

The distances most suitable for

schools are the 440 yards and the

880 yards. The Team should con-

sist of four runners each running
1 10 yards or 220 yards respectively.
The runners of each Team are

placed on the marks after places have
been drawn.
A baton or flag is usually carried

by the first runner and handed on to

the next runner. It is not necessary
that a flag or baton be carried, a

touch of the hand will suffice. A
space of 1 5 yards is allowed in which

the baton has to be handed from one
to the other this space is marked on
the ground in front of each runner's

starting line.

Much practice is needed in the
'

handing on
'

of the baton. The one
about to receive the baton should

stand with both feet behind the start-

ing line with right arm stretched

backwards towards the previous run-

ner. The two may then run along-
side each other but the baton must be

handed on before the 15 yards mark
is reached. Both receiver and hander

on should run at top speed during the

handing over.

The fastest runners in the Team
are usually the first and fourth

runners.

TUG OF WAR
This is a most exacting event, and,

for a Team to be at all successful

much careful coaching is necessary
in order that the Team shall work to-

gether and thus gain the maximum
result of their efforts.

A Team consists of six or eight

boys.
The rope should be divided into

two equal parts, a white tape being

wrapped round the centre point. On
either side of this point, at a distance

of 9 ft., other tapes are wrapped.
The judge places the rope on the

ground so that the centre point is

resting on the starting-line, and when
the rope is taken up by the Teams
he should be careful to see that the
'

centre-point
'

tape is immediately
above the starting-line. It is a good
plan to have a long stick driven into
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the ground at the Starting-line to act

as a guide both for the start and
finish.

The members of the Teams are

placed at equal distances and alter-

nately on either side of the rope.
On the word from the judge, the

rope is picked up by the Teams and
the grip is taken.

On the words
' Take the Strain,'

each member of the Team leans back

on the rope, with the back quite

straight, the arms stretched, and the

hands, close together, firmly grasping
the rope. It is only by keeping the

back straight the whole body in

line and inclined backwards that

the maximum effort can be obtained.

The coach should stand in such a

position that he can watch the oppos-

ing Team and give the sign to his

own Team.

Boys should be taught to
'

lie on

the rope
'

until a sign is given by the

coach for the
'

heave,' and this should

be acted upon immediately.
In order to coach a Team to work

together and to respond to the sign

given by the coach, it is a good plan
to attach the rope to a stout tree and
so let the boys practice

*

lying-on
'

and
'

heaving.'
A pull is won when the 9 ft. mark

on the rope of the opposing side

passes over the starting line.

Spikes on the boots and footholds

are not allowed.

PUTTING THE SHOT
The shot is put from a circle 7 ft.

in diameter marked on the ground.
The shot for school use should

vary in weight from 8 to 12 Ib. ac-

cording to the ages of the boys.
The boy should stand at the back

edge of the circle with the left foot

in front of the right, and with the

weight of the body on the right foot.

The shot should be in the right hand

resting rather on the lower finger

joints than in the palm of the hand.
This position is taken in order to get
a final push off with the fingers. The
left arm is raised forward to shoulder

height to assist in balance.

The throw is made by taking a

gliding hop forward on the right foot.

As the right foot comes to the ground,
the right knee is immediately bent

and the body inclined backwards, the

left leg and body being in line.

From this position the right arm
is stretched vigorously forward and

upward by the weight of the body,
assisted by a push off of the right
foot. The body is at the same time

twisted so that the right shoulder

faces the direction of the put. At
this moment the shot leaves the hand
and this necessitates a quick change
in the position of the feet.

It should be noted that the chang-

ing of the feet comes immediately
after the shot leaves the hands, and
is necessary because of the impetus

required to propel the shot forward.

This changing of feet is necessary to

keep the thrower from overstepping
the circle.

The put is disallowed if the

thrower allows any part of his body
to touch the ground outside the

circle until the shot has touched the

ground.
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